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ABSTRACT
In web application Reliability is the main concern. It basically have the factors which makes web application strong, usable, mature and effective. It deals with the rate of failure in web application.

Reliability deals with many issues. In this research performance and scalability issue, availability issue, failure cause, application fault and application error are discussed briefly. The key issues to make web application reliably is the performance and scalability, and availability of the web application or server.

To come over these issues there are many techniques like software/ code refactoring, software clustering, replication and software fault tolerance but this research says that applying software/ code refactoring techniques and software fault tolerance to reduce the chances of availability issue, failure cause, application fault and error, and performance and scalability issue in web application, would be easy and better option among all.

Reliability is the mandatory element of every web application. In future testers conduct reliability testing to reduce the chances of performance and scalability, and availability issues and to ensure web application success.
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important aspect of software quality is Software reliability. Customer expectations are very high in web applications. Reliability testing concept is inspected in terms of overall, in collective and sometimes specific factors between the objects and from the sample to sample constancy of factors. Mainly, it is defined as the probability of computer software’s process completion in an identified surroundings for an identified time [1-3]. However, the Web environment presents many new challenges and requires adapted or newly developed techniques based on the characterization of the Web, its usage, and related issues [4].

Reliability is treated as vital concern, as it is known that the web applications are up to date, they are updated as time passes. Accurate results constantly and no or less downtime are those term which are also treated as reliability of the data produced from software Web Applications.

2. ISSUES
Reliability of a web application is decreased due to downtime of server or sometimes due to application bugs. Downtime is unavailability of the server it occurs due to low scalability and effect the performance of the web application. The other issue is failure cause which is the divergence of the output of web application and expected output by the user. Another is the issue of application failure arise due to the bad programming which will lead the web application fail and rejected by the user. At last, application error caused by the wrong user input which will increase the performance issues of any web application. The detail of these issues are discussed below:

2.1. Performance and Scalability Issues
Performance and scalability of any web application is highly granted. If application is taking more time then acceptable or expected time by increasing number of users or requests, it is said to be non-performing, non-scalable or degraded [5]. To prevent application unreliability, the safety measures should be adapted to develop a product which have good performance and scalability level. [6]

For example in Online Transaction Process like online shopping, when the number of online customers are increased it effect the performance of the web application. It shows that the web is not as scalable as it must be. When it provide the unwanted performance it will be rejected by the user and it lead the application to the failure.

2.2. Availability Issue
When the server is not available for transactions, or the functionalities which must be provided by web application are not achieved then it will cause unreliable and unavailable web application. [7]

For example in Online Ticket Reservation, it is expected that Online Ticket Reservation system provide 24/7 hours service so it will be available any time, whenever user want to reserve a seat. But, the issue has been seen at the peak times, the server is very slow, sometimes their reservation is not done because of unavailability of the server. In fact, a Web application can sometimes be available to some users and not to others. A customer in Tokyo might have problems accessing your Web site while a user in New York might have no trouble at all. This will annoy users to do their desired task and it lead the application to failure.

2.3. Failure Cause
Web application are not being used effectively when problems occurred in normal working. It might be routine maintenance or software upgrading. Sometime it is unwillingness of users to use the application as they are not skilled enough and lack technical knowledge. [8, 9]

Let’s consider the issue discussed in performance and scalability section. If the scalability is not controlled and the performance level is less than expected then it will cause the failure of the application.

2.4. Application Fault
The application fault are due to the wrong programming of the application, coding problem in business logic, bad user interface problem and page navigation problem. The reliability is badly effected when the programming fault
occurs. The whole application would be rejected by the users as they noticed a fault. They either want to post a complaint or they don’t want to come back on this web application again. [10]

Now consider the example discussed in the availability section. When the Online Ticketing or Ordering is done it shows the calculated bill. If there is a logical issue in programming of application and it shows wrong amount of bill, the reliability factor of these type of application will be lost and the high severity level will also shows that uses are not liking to use this application again. [11]

2.5. Application Error
Errors of the application may be due to the wrong attempt by the users and the application is not effectively dealing with the errors occurred due to the wrong attempts. It is necessary for any application to be error free. So that, it will be a reliable web application.

For example in web application if the validations checks are not attached with the input fields which are being filled by the user side. Then, when user enters the wrong input or select incorrect option, it will cause an error and there is no any check programmed to cope up with that error it will be frustrating for the users to deal with it and it is also shown that those web application which do not give response to the users will produces errors.

3. STRATEGIES
There are many strategies which can be used to solve or reduce the reliability issues in web applications like improving the nonfunctional requirements by Software/ Code Refactoring, maintaining backups by Replication and Clustering or resolving fault issues by Software Fault Tolerance and many others. These strategies are briefly discussed below:

3.1. Software/ Code Refactoring
To improve the nonfunctional attribute of any web application the code refactoring techniques are used. It is use to change the structure of code but it does not affect the functionality of the web application. [13, 18]

Code refactoring can refactor the code, like removing the extra check which have less priority level. Create super class by moving most frequently used method (Move up Method) in main class so that the declaration of same method won’t be repeated again and again, or split large class in different subclasses (Extract Method) according to the situation. Accordingly move field to the super class or move field from super class to the sub class to reduce the chances of multiple declaration of same object (Split Temporary Variable). The other solution is to marge to small class in one large class (Inline Class) to reduce different object creation or marge to small classes to create one Extract class. These techniques are also used to reduce the chances of failure in web application, application fault and application error.

3.1.1. Solution to Performance and Scalability
Instead of using or maintaining different servers these techniques are more effective to increase the performance and scalability of the web application.

3.1.2. Solution to Application Fault
When there are issues like spaghetti code which reduce the reliability of web application. Code refactoring techniques can format code in a way it produces good results and structure full programming of web application help us to identify the piece of code which will cause error.

3.1.3. Solution to Application Error
Errors in working application is not easy to solve and very difficult to identify but the easiest solution is code refactoring technique. These technique reduce the extra code and formulate the whole business layer, it help us to check and/ or test the code.

3.2. Software Clustering
Software clustering is a function which link different server in one cluster [12]. Like different functionality in one particular system. Software clusters are designed for applications that have long-running in-memory state or frequently updated data. Typical uses for server clusters include file servers, print servers, database servers, and messaging servers. [14]

3.2.1. Solution to Performance and Scalability
Software clustering should be opt for any application so that whenever there is any issue occurred in a single module is will not affect the whole application down and it will balance the load by clusters to sustain large number of users.

3.2.2. Solution to Availability
It will help to easily replace, modify or add new module or server to increase the availability and scalability of application which is also known as parallel programming.

3.3. Replication
Replacement of server from one to another is done by the replication strategies in case of unexpected downtime or even scheduled downtime. [6, 15]

To reduce the downtime there must be any backup system like secondary server which is updated as the standby server (primary server) is updated on each and every transaction.
In Figure 1, it is shown that Online Ticket Reservation system must incorporate standby server and update filtered data correspondingly to reduce the chances of unavailability of the server.

3.3.1. Solution to Performance and Scalability
Whenever downtime is noticed immediately secondary server is installed at primary server place to maintain the performance of the web application.

3.3.2. Solution to Availability
Secondary server is monitored and updated time to time with filtered data because when first server is down or some time it is needed to maintain, the secondary server is attached with main application so that, user used application any time.

3.4. Software Fault-Tolerance
Technique which is used to make web application or any software system fault less and help to be protected from high level software failures is software fault tolerance. [16, 17]

3.4.1. Failure Cause
To make any application failure free the sub technique fault prevention is used. It can be tacker by formal verification, conduct test cases, avoiding incomplete specification, avoid ambiguous specification, and maintain sequence between levels especially where one level is dependent upon previous level.

3.4.2. Application Failure
N version programing is the sub technique of software fault tolerance. Making different version of any application will constantly reduce the chances of faults of the application. If it is being noticed that there is a fault in web application the developer must update like add new module to manage the application fault and release the new version which is fault free.

3.4.3. Application Error
By using N versioning, the error of the applications are removed but, by reducing the chances of error occurrence it is necessary to use some controls and actions to limit user so that user won’t enter incorrect data. Applying validation constrains are the best solution for this issue.

4. BENCHMARK
The issues which are discussed previously, occurred due to absence of the reliability factor. Which can be resolved by some previously discussed strategies. Table 1 relate issues with the strategy to be opt to reduce the chances of that particular issue.

The most significant strategy is using software/ code refactoring and software fault techniques. It is easy to make web application scalable, effective, and fault free before launching and also, it is not more expensive than maintaining different backups and clusters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issues</th>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>How</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance and Scalability</td>
<td>Software Code Refactoring</td>
<td>To use move up method, extract method, inline class or by extract class code refactoring techniques instead of maintaining different servers these techniques are more effective. [13, 18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Software Clustering</td>
<td>Whenever there is any issue occurred in a single module is will not affect the whole application down and it will balance the load by clusters to sustain large number of users. [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Replication</td>
<td>Whenever downtime is noticed immediately secondary server is installed at primary server place to maintain the performance of the web application. [6, 15]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Availability           | Software Clustering | It will help to easily replace, modify or add new module or server to increase the
5. CONCLUSION
This paper discussed detailed about reliability issues and strategies in web applications. And also map the best strategies to the issues mentioned and also provide a bird view of implementation of strategies according to the issues. This paper also shows that the software code refactoring and software fault tolerance are the best strategies to reduce the reliability issues from web application. It is shown that in future the reliability testing would be mandatory element of every web application development process to make it reliable. It is being plan to develop tools to measure the reliability of web application. Every hard work should lead us to a more effective and operational strategy to achieve and maintain high reliability for Web applications.
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